
Artwork Instructions for Offset: 
When we offset print your order we are using a large format press (28 x 40) and printing in CMYK or 
pantone colors (up to 6 colors total).  The resolution is extremely high and the process can support 
extremely tight registration, full-bleed and small font / graphics.   

 
In order to print a high-resolution offset, we need to receive artwork that is –  

• Vector, which means that it is scalable (we can change its size if necessary) 
• Displayed in CMYK or the specific pantone required.  It is important though to set your art 

in the color format that you wish us to print.  For example, you may have certain areas of 
the graphic that you want to print in CMYK and certain in a pantone color.  Please setup 
the artwork to reflect that specification. 

 
How to prepare artwork for offset –  
 

1. Upon receipt of your order, we will send you an Illustrator file of the package item’s 
die-line.   

 
 

 
 
 

           



 
 

a. There is a layer for the die-line structure (this is the outline of the package item), 
b. There is a layer for the order information (e.g. item number, color of item, color of 

imprint, special notes) 
c. There is a layer for the item’s base color (it is set to 877 Silver Tecno as a default). 

If we are using one of our stock colors as the print base, then you can toggle on the 
correct base color, (note – we show the PMS colors for each stock base color in the 
bottom left area), however, often your art will be totally custom, and if that is the 
case, just delete this layer or un ‘eye-ball’ it.  

d. There is a layer for artwork. In this layer place your pantone / CMYK art.  Please 
provide a bleed of at least 0.25” on all edges.   

 
2. Convert any text to curves (outlines). 
3. Save your artwork file as either Illustrator or EPS or PDF. 
 


